Technical aspects of functional proteomics in plants.
Since the completion of genome sequences of several organisms, attention has been focused to determine the function and functional network of proteins by proteome analysis. This analysis is achieved by separation and identification of proteins, determination of their function and functional network, and construction of an appropriate database. Many improvements in separation and identification of proteins, such as two-dimensional electrophoresis, nano-liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry, have rapidly been achieved. Some new techniques which include top-down mass spectrometry and tandem affinity purification have emerged. These techniques have provided the possibility of high-throughput analysis of function and functional network of proteins in plants. However, to cope with the huge information emerging from proteome analyses, more sophisticated techniques and software are essential. The development and adaptation of such techniques will ease analyses of protein profiling, identification of post-translational modifications and protein-protein interaction, which are vital for elucidation of the protein functions.